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Decisions to disperse from a habitat stand out among organismal behaviors as pivotal
drivers of ecosystem dynamics across scales. Encounters with other species are an impor-
tant component of adaptive decision-making in dispersal, resulting in widespread behav-
iors like tracking resources or avoiding consumers in space. Despite this, metacommunity
models often treat dispersal as a function of intraspecific density alone. We show, focusing
initially on three-species network motifs, that interspecific dispersal rules generally drive
a transition in metacommunities from homogeneous steady states to self-organized het-
erogeneous spatial patterns. However, when ecologically realistic constraints reflecting
adaptive behaviors are imposed — prey tracking and predator avoidance — a pronounced
homogenizing effect emerges where spatial pattern formation is suppressed. We demon-
strate this effect for each motif by computing master stability functions that separate the
contributions of local and spatial interactions to pattern formation. We extend this result
to species rich food webs using a random matrix approach, where we find that eventually
webs become large enough to override the homogenizing effect of adaptive dispersal be-
haviors, leading once again to predominately pattern forming dynamics. Our results em-
phasize the critical role of interspecific dispersal rules in shaping spatial patterns across
landscapes, highlighting the need to incorporate adaptive behavioral constraints in efforts
to link local species interactions and metacommunity structure.
Keywords: Dispersal | Metacommunity | Network | Pattern formation | Cross-diffusion

Introduction

Organismal behavior plays a pivotal role in shaping ecosystems across scales. Disper-
sal in particular exerts a profound influence, affecting everything from the availability of
local resources [1–3] and the distribution of predators [4] to the structure of ecological
networks [5, 6], and the dynamics of metacommunities [7–10]. However, understanding
the effects of dispersal on metacommunity dynamics has been made difficult by the vari-
ation and complexity of behaviors that ultimately influence whether an organism leaves
a given habitat [8, 9, 11]. Often, these dispersal decisions are influenced by encounters
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Figure 1: Food web motifs and metacommunity connectivity
Solid arrows denote feeding relationships. Light, medium and dark shading represents primary producers,
intermediate consumers, and top consumers, respectively. Motifs are labeled as (a) food chain, (b) apparent
competition, (c) resource competition, (d) intraguild predation. N > 3 food webs are not shown, but may
include one or more of these motifs. (e) Species may disperse from patches (dashed lines) in response to
other species’ densities (shaded areas). For webs (a)-(c), a maximum of 𝑛cross = 4 such interspecific dispersal
responses are possible. When constrained, dispersal responses are opposite in sign from feeding relationships
such that dispersal is higher for a species with locally high densities of its predators and low densities of its
prey. (f) Dispersal connects habitats in spatial networks to create metacommunities.

with other species, including with resources, competitors, or consumers [12–15]. Despite
the observable dependencies of dispersal on local diversity and species interactions, many
metacommunity models still treat dispersal as function of intraspecific density alone [7, 9,
16, 17].

The consideration of dispersal rates that respond to species interactions is needed as
previous studies suggest they may have substantial impacts on metacommunity dynam-
ics [10, 14, 16–20]. These dispersal responses are often represented as “cross-diffusion”
terms, where the movement of one species is influenced by the spatial gradient of another
species’ density or abundance [21–23]. A recurring finding in recent spatial models in-
corporating cross-diffusion is the heightened sensitivity of spatially homogeneous steady
states to spontaneous pattern formation driven by dispersal, i.e. Turing instabilities [24–
28]. To ensure that these models capture ecologically relevant phenomena, it is important
to incorporate cross-diffusion terms that reflect the signs of interspecific interactions, such
that prey would avoid predators or consumers would actively track prey [24]. However,
when such constraints on cross-diffusivity have been implemented in ecological models,
they havemostly been applied to two-species systems [10, 29], limiting the range of poten-
tial dynamical behaviors [28]. These simplifiedmodels fall short in capturing the dynamics
of larger species interaction networks, leaving critical gaps in our understanding of the
link between interaction-driven dispersal and the self-organized community structures
that emerge at realistic scales [5, 19, 30–32].

Here, we assess the susceptibility of model metacommunities to spatial pattern forma-
tion, both with and without ecologically-relevant adaptive constraints applied to the sign
of cross-diffusion terms (i.e., predator avoidance and prey tracking). Our results consis-
tently indicate that increasing the prevalence of unconstrained cross-diffusion facilitates
spatial pattern formation. However, the introduction of ecological constraints that reg-
ulate cross-diffusion diminishes or even eliminates the tendency for pattern formation.
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We first examine ecologically relevant three-species interaction motifs (Fig. 1a-d) via a
rigorous computational scan of both non-spatial (trophic) and spatial (dispersal) model
parameters. We then extend our analysis to systems comprising more than three species
using a more efficient randommatrix approach, showing that findings in our three species
motifs qualitatively hold when extended to larger metacommunities.

modeling and analysis framework

We employ a metacommunity modeling framework in order to study the effects of cross-
diffusion on spatial food web dynamics. We assume these dynamics are governed by a set
of deterministic reaction-diffusion equations on a spatial network describing species in-
teractions and dispersal in separable terms. Nodes in the spatial network represent habitat
patches where species interactions determine both local food web dynamics and decisions
to emigrate to neighboring patches. The dynamics of species 𝑖 on a given patch 𝑘 are then
captured by

�̇�
𝑘
𝑖 = 𝑓𝑖(𝒙

𝑘
) −∑

𝑙

L𝑘𝑙𝐷𝑖(𝒙
𝑙
), (1)

where the generally non-linear function of species 𝑖’s biomass density 𝑓𝑖(𝒙
𝑘) and 𝐷𝑖(𝒙

𝑘)

define the rates of trophic interactions and dispersal, respectively, and are assumed to be
identical across all habitat patches. Connections between patches are represented by the
Laplacian matrix L𝑘𝑙 = 𝛿𝑘𝑙 ∑𝑙 A𝑘𝑙 − A𝑘𝑙 , with A the network’s adjacency matrix. As exact
solutions to Eq 1. rarely exist, either direct simulation or analysis of the linearized system
can be employed to understand the long term dynamics.

We consider the dynamics of Eq. 1 following small perturbations 𝛿𝒙𝑘 from a spa-
tially homogeneous, nontrivial steady state 𝒙∗. These perturbations can be decomposed
over eigenmodes of 𝐋, each with a corresponding Laplacian eigenvalue 𝜅 analogous to the
wavenumber in continuous space [10, 30, 33, 34]. The allowed spatial signatures of all
eigenmodes, as encoded in the respective eigenvectors, is predetermined by the structure
of 𝐋, unlike in continuous space where perturbations may be decomposed over arbitrarily
high wavenumbers. To evaluate the potential dynamical behavior across arbitrary patch
networks, we therefore refrain from specifying a particular form of 𝐋 and instead con-
sider 𝜅 as a real valued, positive parameter of arbitrarily high magnitude. The exponential
growth rate 𝜆 of the 𝑛th mode for each species is then given by eigenvalues of

𝐉 = 𝐏 − 𝜅𝐂, (2)

where the local Jacobian

P𝑖𝑗 =
𝜕𝑓𝑖(𝒙

𝑘)

𝜕𝑥𝑘𝑗

|
|
|
|𝒙∗

(3)

encodes the linearized non-spatial component of themodel (i.e., trophic interactions) while
the connectivity matrix

C𝑖𝑗 =
𝜕𝐷𝑖(𝒙

𝑘)

𝜕𝑥𝑘𝑗

|
|
|
|𝒙∗

(4)
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encodes the linearized spatial response of species 𝑖 to species 𝑗 near 𝒙∗ [10, 34].
The long term behavior of Eq 1. can be qualitatively understood via the distribution

of all possible eigenmodes’ maximum growth rates

𝜆(𝜅) = Evmax (𝐉) , (5)

where the right hand side denotes the leading eigenvalue of the matrix 𝐉, variably referred
to as the dispersion relation [22, 35] or the master stability function [10, 34]. We delineate
possible metacommunity outcomes into three qualitatively different dynamical behaviors
based on the form of 𝜆(𝜅). The first, which we label ’stable’ dynamics (st), occur when
perturbations decay on an isolated patch (i.e. 𝜆(0) < 0) and the homogeneous state 𝐱∗ is
similarly maintained on any spatial patch network [10], such that 𝜆(𝜅) < 0 for all 𝜅 > 0. In
contrast, ’unstable’ dynamics (us) are characterized by an initially positive master stability
function (i.e. 𝜆(0) > 0) such that stable coexistence of all species beginning from 𝒙∗ is
impossible in isolation or on any spatial network. Finally, ’pattern forming’ dynamics
(pf ) occur when 𝜆(0) < 0 but crosses 0 at some critical 𝜅 value. In these systems, certain
spatial networks will cause the system to self-organize to a heterogeneous state where
species exhibit variation in densities — either static or oscillatory — across patches in the
spatial network.

To assess the tendency of ecological systems to exhibit any of the particular dynamical
behaviors outlined above, it is important to account for the effects of parameter variation
in Eq. 1. We quantify this tendency as the robustness of a given behavior to variation in
the parameter space of Eq. 1 [35, 36]. Separating the effects of trophic and dispersal inter-
actions, we define the local robustness 𝜔(𝐏), spatial robustness 𝜔(𝐂), and total robustness
𝜔(𝐏,𝐂) as fractions of the appropriate parameter spaces yielding a particular behavior (see
Supplement). This definition is conceptually akin to that of feasibility domains discussed
elsewhere in ecological literature [37]. Local robustness thus quantifies the fraction of
possible interaction models, encoded in 𝐏, which result in a particular dynamical outcome
under a set of behavioral assumptions on dispersal, encoded in 𝐂. Similarly, spatial ro-
bustness quantifies the fraction of considered dispersal behaviors with a common outcome
under a set of assumptions on trophic interactions. Finally, the total robustness quantifies
the frequency of a given outcome as both local and spatial parameters vary.

To construct the connectivity matrix 𝐂, we first assume diagonal entries are strictly
positive to accommodate mass-action diffusive effects. Off-diagonal elements C𝑖𝑗 may ap-
pear for each pairwise foodweb interaction P𝑖𝑗 ≠ 0 resulting in a total of 𝑛cross interspecific
dispersal responses. To impose ecologically reasonable (i.e., adaptive) constraints we then
restrict the signs of these off diagonals as

sgn(C𝑖𝑗 ) = −sgn(P𝑖𝑗 ), 𝑖 ≠ 𝑗 , (6)

such that the effects of prey tracking and predator avoidance are accounted for [24, 29].
Rather than assume a specific form for𝐷𝑖(𝒙

𝑘), we focus on the linearized spatial responses
in Eq. 4. While this prevents us from performing direct simulation of the system, it allows
for a comprehensive numerical sampling scheme to approximate the robustness of dy-
namical behaviors, for which analytical predictions become intractable for 𝑁 > 2 species
[28].
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3 species motifs

We start by considering the effects of interspecific dispersal rules on conventional models
of 3-species ecological interaction motifs (Fig. 1). Local population dynamics on patch 𝑘

for each 𝑁 = 3 interaction motif are defined by a generalized system of equations:

𝑓𝑖(𝒙
𝑘
) =𝑥𝑖[

𝑟𝑖
(
1 −

𝑥𝑖

𝐾𝑖)
⏟⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏟⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏟

primary
production

− ∑

𝑗≠𝑖

𝐴𝑖𝑗𝑥𝑗

𝐵𝑖𝑗 + 𝑥𝑖

⏟⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏟⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏟
loss from
predation

+ ∑

𝑗≠𝑖

𝐴𝑗𝑖𝑒𝑗𝑖𝑥𝑗

𝐵𝑗𝑖 + 𝑥𝑗

⏟⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏟⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏟
gain from
predation

− 𝑑𝑖𝑥𝑖
⏟⏞⏟⏞⏟

mortality

]
(7)

where 𝑟 and 𝐾 are the intrinsic population growth rate and carry capacity, respectively,
of producers while 𝐴, 𝐵, 𝑒 and 𝑑 are the attack rate, half-saturation constant, conversion
efficiency, and mortality coefficient, respectively, of consumers. The relevant gain and
loss terms due to predation interactions appear according the interaction motif. This cor-
responds to ecological models with logistic producer growth, and consumers that exhibit
type-II functional responses and density-dependent mortality.

In accordance with previous studies on 2 species systems, for all considered 3 species
systems we find that the inclusion of interspecific spatial responses has the potential
to induce pattern formation which is not possible with intraspecific dispersal alone (i.e.
𝑛cross = 0). This potential increases monotonically with the prevalence of cross diffusion
(i.e. with 𝑛cross) such that pattern forming dynamics eventually become the most robust
to variation in both local and spatial interaction parameters for 3 out of 4 food web motifs
(Fig. 2). That is, a random parameterization of Eq. 7 is highly likely to yield a steady state
𝐱∗ susceptible to pattern formation if spatial interactions between species are common
and no restrictions exist on the relative weight or sign of these interactions. The increase
in 𝜔𝑝𝑓 (𝐏,𝐂) with such unconstrained spatial responses is qualitatively similar across all
interaction motifs, despite consisting of markedly different trophic structures and propen-
sities for locally unstable dynamics.

However, under the behavioral constraints on dispersal in Eq. 6, the robustness of
pattern forming dynamics is significantly diminished. Regardless of the local interaction
motif or the value of 𝑛cross, stable dynamics become more robust to parameter variation
than pattern forming dynamics. For systems with only 2 directly interacting species, the
constrained value of 𝜔𝑝𝑓 (𝐏,𝐂) falls to nearly zero. This indicates that a locally stable
steady state of food webs a-c in Fig. 1 will be maintained regardless of the underlying spa-
tial network or the particular model parameters, so long as the behaviors of prey tracking
and predator avoidance are strictly adhered to. For the case of 3 direct interactions in
food web D, pattern forming dynamics remain likely for a randomly parameterized meta-
community, but significantly less so relative to the case of unconstrained cross-diffusion.
Thus, Fig. 2 reflects an increased tendency for the system in Eq. 7 to maintain spatial ho-
mogeneity rather than transition to a heterogeneous state when spatial interactions follow
reasonable expectations for adaptive behaviors.

While the cumulative effect of adding interspecific dispersal terms onmetacommunity
behavior is equivalently given by the first moment, i.e. the mean, of either robustness
metric, higher moments can shed light on differential impacts for either spatial or local
robustness. Thus, we compute the second moment, the variance, and the third moment,
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Figure 2: Robustness of pattern formation in food web motifs
Total robustness of pattern forming dynamics 𝜔𝑝𝑓 (𝐏,𝐂) shown is averaged over permutations of 𝑛cross inter-
specific dispersal responses for a given local interaction motif. The robustness of unstable dynamics depends
exclusively on local interactions and is indicated by the hatched area, providing an upper bound on 𝜔𝑝𝑓 (𝐏,𝐂).
The robustness of stable dynamics (not shown) is simply 1 − (𝜔𝑝𝑓 + 𝜔𝑢𝑠). Thin horizontal line indicates the
threshold above which pattern formation becomes the most robust dynamical behavior.

the skewness, about the shared mean for the distributions of local and spatial robustness
at each value of 𝑛cross. To draw a direct comparison of these quantities between each
robustness metric, we consider the distributions over parameter samples of Eq. 7 which
yield food webs that are both feasible and stable in isolation, i.e. we exclude webs which
yield unstable dynamics.

Beginning with the second moment, the variance provides a heuristic measure of
model sensitivity to variation in species’ spatial responses when computed for 𝜔(𝐏) or
sensitivity to variation in the local parameters of Eq. 7 when computed for 𝜔(𝐂). As
seen in Fig. 3a, the robustness of pattern forming dynamics is highly dependent on the
species’ spatial responses, encoded in the near-equilibrium dispersal rates of Eq. 4. For all
local interaction motifs, this sensitivity is maximized at an intermediate value of 𝑛cross ap-
proximately where the difference in total robustness between stable and pattern forming
dynamics is minimized (Fig. 2). For higher values of 𝑛cross, susceptibility to pattern for-
mation becomes increasingly common for initially stable steady states of Eq. 7, and thus
Var(𝜔𝑝𝑓 (𝐏)) decreases as the dynamical behavior becomes less dependent on the partic-
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Figure 3: Distributions of spatial and local robustness
Local (a, c) and spatial (b, d) robustness distributions considered exclude locally unstable model parameteri-
zations, such that 𝜔𝑝𝑓 may reach 1 as opposed to Fig. 2. Without constraints on interspecific dispersal (dotted
line), the sensitivity of pattern forming behavior to dispersal rates (a) is significantly higher than the sensitiv-
ity to local interaction parameters (b). Dispersal constraints (solid line) render these sensitivities comparable
while diminishing or even prohibiting pattern formation. Example distributions (c) and (d) for the intraguild
predation motif show that, at high 𝑛cross, stabilization of homogeneous equilibria via dispersal constraints is
reflected most prominently in the local robustness distribution.

ular set of dispersal parameters. In comparison, the sensitivity to local parameters of Eq.
7 shown in Fig. 3b is relatively low, and the maxima of Var(𝜔𝑝𝑓 (𝐂)) occur prior to that
of the 𝜔𝑝𝑓 (𝐏) distribution. This indicates that dispersal is the more decisive factor in de-
termining dynamical behavior relative to local interaction conditions for systems where
species respond to one another spatially without any constraints on such responses.

The imposition of the constraints in Eq. 6 significantly alters these sensitivities. For
motifs with only two direct interactions, the variance of either distribution is approxi-
mately zero as stable dynamics become virtually guaranteed. In contrast, the intraguild
predation motif (Fig. 1D) maintains a high sensitivity to near-equilibrium dispersal rates
while Var(𝜔𝑝𝑓 (𝐂)) increases such that the local and spatial sensitivities become compara-
ble. Thus, when spatial responses are possible between all species comprising our 𝑁 = 3

metacommunity, the dynamical outcome of Eq. 1 is highly sensitive to the choice of pa-
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rameters and susceptibility to pattern formation remains common for an initially stable
food web under cross diffusive constraints, even while stable dynamics become generally
preferred.

Turning to the third central moment, the skewness indicates the tendency for ran-
domly selected dispersal rates to yield values of local robustness higher or lower than the
total robustness (i.e. the mean) when computed for 𝜔(𝐏), and similarly indicates this ten-
dency for randomly selected local interaction parameters when computed for 𝜔(𝐂). We
find that for low values of 𝑛cross, the robustness of pattern forming dynamics tends to be
lower than the average shown in Fig. 2 in the absence of cross-diffusive constraints from
Eq. 6. Imposition of the constraints exacerbates this effect, in particular with respect to the
choice of local interaction parameters, and at higher 𝑛cross the skew towards relatively low
𝜔𝑝𝑓 is comparable for both robustness distributions. In the absence of these constraints,
however, the local robustness distribution skews towards relatively high 𝜔𝑝𝑓 , while the
spatial robustness becomes symmetric about the mean.

Overall, when dispersal responses between species are few, ecologically motivated dis-
persal constraints result in a more significant shift towards preference of stable dynamics
in the 𝜔(𝐂) distribution compared to the 𝜔(𝐏) distribution. However, when interspecific
dispersal responses are prevalent, this stabilization of homogeneous equilibria is instead
reflected most prominently in the local robustness distribution. This highlights the strong
potential of interspecific dispersal responses, and their particular dependence on food web
interactions, to determine the dynamical behavior of spatially explicit metacommunities.

Large random metacommunities

To understand the impacts of interspecific dispersal rules on the dynamics of large meta-
communities, we employed a method to generate random Jacobian matrices based on
species interactions defined by the niche model [38]. To construct the network Jacobians,
we first generate a food web topology by drawing niche values randomly from a uniform
distribution for each of𝑁 species in themetacommunity. These values depict each species’
position along a 1-dimensional trophic niche axis. Niche ranges are then determined for
each species by randomly sampling values from a Beta distribution with parameters that
depended on the desired connectance [38]. For species pair (𝑖, 𝑗), if the niche value of 𝑗
falls within the range of 𝑖, then 𝑖 is designated the consumer and 𝑗 as a resource. The
corresponding Jacobian 𝐏 entries are modified accordingly: P𝑖𝑗 receives a positive entry
drawn from a folded normal distribution∼ |

| (0, 𝜎)||, while P𝑗𝑖 receives a value drawn from
∼ − |

| (0, 𝜎)||. Finally, the diagonal entries P𝑖𝑖 are set to −1, reflecting density-dependent
effects and self-regulation. Resulting webs were examined to ensure that paths exist be-
tween all species in the food web (i.e., there are no disconnected sub-webs), otherwise the
web was discarded and re-generated. To populate the connectivity matrix 𝐂, we define an
auxiliary parameter 𝑞 which specifies the probability that the effect of species 𝑗 on 𝑖 will
lead to a uniformly distributed dispersal kernel, such that C𝑖𝑗 = Bern(𝑞) ⋅ ∼  (−1, 1),
with the sign of C𝑖𝑗 optionally constrained by Eq. 6.

The effects of cross-diffusion observed in our 3 species model with fully-specified
trophic interactions qualitatively hold when extended to larger metacommunities with
interactions strengths in Eq. 3 randomly assigned. Firstly, the potential for pattern for-
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Figure 4: Pattern formation in large metacommunities
As in Fig.3, locally unstable model parameterizations are excluded, such that 𝜔𝑝𝑓 may reach 1. Vertical axis
and color indicate total robustness of pattern forming behavior in randomly generated metacommunities
(methods), with 𝑞 the probability of a food web interaction having a corresponding interspecific dispersal
response either without (a) or with (b) the ecologically motivated constraints in Eq. 6.

mation increases dramatically with the prevalence of interspecific dispersal responses 𝑞.
In the absence of constraints on these responses, locally stable 𝐏 matrices are guaranteed
to be susceptible to pattern formation at sufficiently high 𝑞 for most food web sizes 𝑁 .
A stronger tendency towards pattern formation is observed relative to our 3 species re-
sults, reflected in a higher maximum robustness and in a lower number of interspecific
responses needed to reach said maximum. Secondly, imposing the ecological constraints
of Eq. 6 significantly diminishes 𝜔𝑝𝑓 (𝐏,𝐂), even eliminating the possibility of pattern for-
mation for metacommunities with relatively few species. While the robustness of pattern
forming dynamics still scales with 𝑞 for large 𝑁 , pattern forming dynamics never become
guaranteed as it does for unconstrained cross diffusion. Thus, the increased propensity
for a homogeneous state under strict behavioral constraints on interspecific dispersal is a
generic feature of our results, regardless of the number of species.

Discussion

In this paper we show that dispersal driven by interspecific interactions has profound
effects on spatial-pattern formation tendencies in metacommunities. Ecological studies
commonly simplify dispersal as a linear function of intraspecific density with similar
rates for all species, assumptions which tend to stabilize spatially uniform equilibrium
states [22, 23]. Generally, we find that assuming dispersal rates which respond locally
to both intra- and inter- specific densities significantly increases susceptibility to pattern
formation. However, when interspecific dispersal responses are constrained to follow em-
pirically observed adaptive behaviors [12–15], i.e. prey tracking and predator avoidance,
pattern formation is dramatically suppressed. This effect is observed regardless of food
web size, although for sufficiently large number of species pattern forming dynamics take
precedent over homogeneous dynamics with or without adaptive dispersal constraints
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applied (Fig. 4).
The three-species interaction motifs investigated here showedminimal pattern forma-

tion when interspecific dispersal was constrained. The intraguild predation module was a
notable exception as it exhibited significant pattern formation in both the unconstrained
and constrained scenarios (Fig. 2). This motif is distinctive among the three-species mo-
tifs we examined because it involves interactions links spanning multiple trophic levels,
potentially introducing additional dispersal feedbacks that can destabilize the system. In-
terestingly, we observed limited pattern formation in larger metacommunities with fewer
than approximately 20 species (Fig. 4B). While all motifs could potentially co-occur as
building blocks of larger metacommunities, it appears that the homogeneous dynamics
observed in certain motifs appear to dominate less speciose metacommunities. The pres-
ence of pattern-forming omnivory in such cases might be stabilized by other motifs or
factors [9] or only become a frequent module in larger metacommunities. Studies that
construct large food webs around specific interaction motifs could elucidate which ones
are most important for pattern formation and represents an important future research
direction [39, 40].

The spatially heterogeneous metacommunity dynamics observed in our models may
take different forms. Heterogeneous spatial patterns in metacommunities may include
static differences in species densities — Turing-like patterns — and localized oscillations
that may be synchronous or asynchronous across patches [20, 22, 30, 41]. Certain forms
of spatially asynchronous variability promoting species persistence [31, 32, 42–44]. In-
ternally generated patterns have been observed in nature [45], although empirical links
between pattern formation and ecosystem resilience are few [46, 47]. This is particularly
the case of large scale metacommunity dynamics [44], where variation may only manifest
across longer temporal and spatial scales.

Regardless of the exact form, pattern formationmechanisms generate variation among
patches even without underlying variation in the abiotic environment. However, environ-
mental variation within metacommunities is commonplace and underpins notable meta-
community paradigms [48]. Models of large random metacommunities show that spatial
environmental variation can promote community persistence, inverting the classic rela-
tionship between community complexity and instability [9, 49, 50]. Environmental varia-
tion may also drive dispersal, generating another path for altering cross-diffusion terms.
By increasing the number and/or strength of community linkages, cross-diffusion terms
would likely increase complexity and therefore reduce pattern formation when spatial en-
vironmental variation is present. Furthermore, high dispersal among certain species can
provide sufficient dispersal to increase stability when overall dispersal is low [9, 19]; this
effect could be promoted by adaptive dispersal behavior [51, 52]. Whether constrained or
unconstrained cross-diffusion leads to greater metacommunity complexity or influences
pattern formation in spatially heterogeneous habitats is an open question.

Our models assume that dispersal decisions are based on local resource or predator
densities. Emigrants dispersing from a patch then “resettle” in neighboring patches with-
out an assessment of the new conditions there. In contrast, fitness-dependent models
implement dispersal as a function of differences between both the "donor" and "recipient"
habitats (e.g., [16, 17, 51]. These alternative representations of dispersal lead to different
outcomes regarding species coexistence and distributions among habitats [8, 53]. Which
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model of dispersal best approximates the behavior of real organisms remains an open
question, and likely depends on the focal system in question (reviewed in [8]). However,
it is probably unlikely that individuals can rapidly assess differences between community
conditions at the scale over which most metacommunities operate (but see [54, 55]).

Still, our assumption that dispersal is triggered directly by local resource or predator
densities may not be general to all ecological systems. While we restrict interactions to
only exist between consumers and resources, competing species are also known to drive
each other’s emigration decisions [56]. Species responding to the presence of competitors
may be especially common under contest competition (e.g. competition for space [57]).
Given that direct dispersal responses to competitors would add cross-diffusion terms sim-
ilar to “unconstrained” ones in our model, we expect the inclusion of such responses to
further increase the propensity of pattern forming dynamics.

Furthermore, species may use both intra- and interspecific social cues when dispers-
ing. Congregation behaviors may be reflected in directional biases in movement among
patches that have been well studied in the context of animal grouping [21, 58, 59] and
are known to facilitate spontaneous organization into heterogeneous patterns [10, 60–
62]. Organisms may also emigrate from habitat patches in groups [63] and the cues used
to synchronize group movements may include those from other species [3, 15]. While
grouping behavior and synchronized dispersal among group members are likely to also
lead to pattern formation, the heterogeneous patterns that result may differ strongly from
those in the systems we study here [33, 34].

Teasing apart the contributions of internal and external drivers of observed spatial pat-
terns continues to be a major empirical challenge. Dispersal shaped by interactions with
other species is one of the many mechanisms that can generate self-organized variation in
community compositions. Given the central role of dispersal behavior in how organisms
respond to their environment, future changes to environmental conditions may simul-
taneously alter external and internal drivers of spatial heterogeneity. Modeling studies
such as ours can play an important role in understanding under what conditions internal
pattern formation is possible, guiding empirical research.
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Supplement

Robustness definitions

First we define a binary variableΩ𝑏(𝝓)which equals 1 if the 𝑛-dimensional vector of model
parameters 𝝓 yields a shape of 𝜆(𝜅) corresponding to dynamical behavior 𝑏 and is 0 oth-
erwise. The fraction of parameter space resulting in behavior 𝑏, i.e. the robustness, is then
approximated via the mean value theorem over 𝑁 random parameter set samples 𝝓𝑠 as

𝜔𝑏 =
1

𝑁

𝑁

∑

𝑠

Ω𝑏(𝝓𝑠). (S1)

For the local robustness 𝜔𝑏(𝐏), 𝝓 contains the parameters appearing in Eq. 5 for the anal-
ysis of 3 species motifs, which are then sampled over  (0, 10). For the spatial robustness
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Figure S1: Skewness of robustness distributions
Skewness of pattern forming dynamics robustness distributions. Distributions taken over locally feasible and
stable webs as done for Fig. 3 in the main text. The constrained skewness is only shown for the intraguild
predation motif, as pattern formation is prohibited under cross diffusive constraints in all other motifs, and
the skewness is thus uninformative.

𝜔𝑏(𝐂), 𝝓 contains all potentially nonzero elements of the connectivity matrix𝐂. As the dy-
namical behavior is determined by the relative magnitude of linear coefficients appearing
in 𝐂 [41], we sample elements of 𝐂 on the unit 𝑛 − 1 hypersphere, where 𝑛 is the number
of nonzero 𝐂 elements. Finally, for the total robustness 𝜔𝑏(𝐏,𝐂), 𝝓 contains all possible
model parameters and the average is taken over all parameter combinations.
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